CIMA Summer CPD Academy speaker details

Clare Haynes, Wildfire
A professional speaker and facilitator, Clare specialises in helping people overcome organisational
roadblocks. Working on organisation restructuring, Clare has worked broadly in team development
and in helping directors and CEOs achieve success. She holds a degree in psychology and a postgraduate diploma in marketing plus diplomas in performance, neuro-linguistic programming and
coaching. Her career spans television, sport, charity and the social sectors. Clare passionately
believes that finance professionals deserve a more prominent profile and has worked with finance
teams and organisations such as CIMA for more than 10 years.

Claire Beaumont
Having worked in tax practice for over twenty years in a variety of large, medium, and small
accountancy firms, Claire has advised clients of all types although her specialism is in corporate and
international planning. Claire has the CTA and ADIT qualifications as well as an LLM in Tax Law from
Queen Mary, University of London. She is an experienced presenter, having for many years been
responsible for the content and organisation of residential courses on corporate international
taxation with participants from across the globe. Claire is a regular contributor to several books and
study programmes on corporate taxation matters.
David Klaasen FCIPD, MIoD
David is learning and development specialist with over 30 years’ experience in helping leaders and
managers to be more effective in their communication and performance. He is also a founding
director of Talent 4 Performance. As a qualified practitioner in brain and behaviour change, he has
studied the mindsets, habits, and behaviours of people with high impact and influence in order to
distil them into practical knowledge that can be applied right away. David’s approach is informed by
the latest thinking from the field of applied neuroscience and applied psychology as well as what
works in practice day-to-day. His practical and engaging approach means you will leave his
workshops with tips and techniques you can use right away. He has published over one hundred
Articles and produces weekly videos on the T4P YouTube channel.

Ted Wainman
Ted Wainman designs, develops, and delivers training workshops; in 20 years he has worked with
more than 300 clients in over 35 countries. With a background in accountancy (EY) and financial
services (JPMorgan Investment Management) his focus is on strategy, finance, leadership,
communication, and negotiation. He has a particular interest in Global Macro Economics.
Jeremy Williams, FCA
Jeremy Williams is a director at Clarifi Training. Before founding Clarifi, Jeremy spent over two
decades at Mercia Group as a CPD lecturer in accounting, financial reporting and auditing with a
particular specialism in FCA CASS audits, after qualifying with KPMG. A board member of the ICAEW
Audit and Assurance Faculty and a frequent presenter on the CPD circuit, Jeremy is well known for
his engaging, practical approach to CPD training.

